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 When approached by Chris Jackson to 
write an introduction to the catalogue 
that would accompany his project Ten,  
I was more than delighted to do so. This 
was for a number of reasons. So in keep-
ing with the concept for the exhibition, 
here are ten points I feel expound why 
the exhibition is important, and exciting:

1 Chris Jackson is a designer whom I admire 
and am always interested to hear about 
what he is working on; his approach is 
intuitive, intelligent, inventive and above 
all original. 

2 On hearing the brief for Ten given to the 
designers, it struck me that this one 
project epitomised the brilliance to UK 
design today. Design and designers are 
aware and inventive, and engaging with 
sustainability and ethics. This exhibition 
employs the vision of these designers to 
think about how to make sustainable 
design real, and how to make it relevant 
to today.

3 Ten is addressing a global issue by bring-
ing it into a locality that all the partici-
pating designers were asked to engage 
with: a ten-Kilometre radius in London. 
How better to think of design solutions 
with a sustainable practice than scouring 
within such a geographic remit?

4 The designers selected, although not all 
originating in the UK have all chosen to 
work in London and together exemplify 
the new avant-garde style now intrinsi-
cally linked to the thriving London design 
scene. This familiar fusion of craft skills 
and sensibilities combined with concep-
tual art influences challenge the bounda-
ries of art, craft and design and charac-
terise contemporary British design. 

5 In the words of Mark Twain:
 “Nature knows no indecencies; man 

invents them.” Ten re-invents the per-
ceived use for waste, lost and found 

objects and that man creates only inde-
cencies. Beauty of everyday — value in 
detritus, seeing new in old, reclaim in 
discarded.

6 The project Ten similarly challenges the 
notion of value in design, in source mate-
rial, fiscal costs.

7 “Any fool can make things bigger, more 
complex, and more violent. It takes a 
touch of genius — and a lot of courage — 
to move in the opposite direction”

 – Albert Einstein

8. Similarly, “Never doubt that a small 
group of thoughtful, committed citizens 
can change the world; indeed, it’s the 
only thing that ever has.”  
– Margaret Mead, cultural anthropologist, USA

9 “Some people walk in the rain, others just 
get wet.” – Roger Miller

 This project asks all to take inspiration 
from the city and the everyday world 
around them, and with the knowledge of 
the designers involved what can be 
expected is a working of a creative 
magic on implausible source objects and 
materials, working a new life through 
vision and reinvention of familiar, inex-
pensive objects — in fact discarded 
objects, giving value to the discarded 
and imbuing beauty of everyday into the 
unwanted. 

X Then there is the issue of sustainability 
and ethics. In a world of mass consump-
tion and ephemera, to re-use what may 
be deemed useless ‘rubbish’ sustainability 
through re-use: the most effective form 
of environmental design, in my opinion.

 Annabelle Campbell was the Contemporary Curator 
at Geffrye Museum for five years and has recently 
been appointed Exhibitions Development Manager 
for the Crafts Council. She also lecturers in 
Contemporary Curating at Kingston University. 

Ten Things



‘Ten’ was conceived as a contemplative 
moment. An opportunity to think and 
react. An invitation for others to give 
a personal insight into thoughts about 
a topical design subject, that resonates 
through global political and economic 
spheres. Inspired by a number of conver-
sations with a variety of people, and a 
desire to produce a project that was  
a sincere in, both it’s conception and exe-
cution, and driven by a personal need to 
explore avenues within my own industry 
that invite discussion and reflection.

Ten is as much about having a chat as it is 
about producing earth-shattering design 
concepts. The designers that were asked 
to be involved in the project were done 
so for a variety of reasons. Some because 
of the close relationship of their own body 
of work to the subject, some for exactly 
the opposite reason. Some for their sup-
port and patience whilst I found my way 
over the past year, and others for their 
catalytic personalities. A common denom-
inator throughout the designers involved, 
is a persistent considered and intelli-
gent approach to their everyday practice, 
which manifests itself in the exhibits.

 SO WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE DESIGN?
Ten doesn’t attempt to answer this question. 

What it does is show you some ideas and 
thinking that can make a positive changes 
to our own modern, consumer driven life-
styles. A common theme throughout the 
show is a craft-based, DIY approach to 
the subject, driven by design-led thinking 
and process. The honus is placed with the 
individual to change personal behaviours 
and daily rituals. What Ten says is ‘have a 
go’. Don’t pop out to the supermarket and 
buy something to replace the last short 
lived, over-packaged product. Make some-
thing. Do it with your son or daughter. At 
your local school. Take your partner out 
and see what you can find in the street. 
Think of it as’ Freebay’!

Design is not the exclusive domain of the 
superstar designer, nor is it for the 
wealthy elite. Design can be inclusive in 
every sense. Whether navigating your way 
through London traffic, or choosing your 
evenings viewing on the TV, you are a 
designer. If the pre-emminent exponent 
of contemporary western culture is indi-
viduality, then there can be no stronger 
expression of this than to make something 
of your own design. If you are able to do 
this with an off-cut of timber, or a piece 
of fabric purchased from a local shop,  
the more’s the better. 

 RE-DISCOVER THE JOYS OF MAKING  
& PROBLEM SOLVING.

Currently, the design industry is going 
through a period of self flagellation.  
For years we have produced and con-
sumed without a second thought for the 
finite nature of the resources we have 
been using. We now feel that it is also 
our responsibility to reverse this down-
ward spiral. The truth is that big business 
accounts for much of the negative impact 
that the human race has had on planet 
earth, and much of this is related to, or 
embroiled in politics.

Maybe the ultimate sustainable design is  
the one we put on the ballot paper.

 
 Chris Jackson
 Designer & Exhibition Organiser
 
 http://www.tenexhibition.info
 tellme@tenexhibition.info
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 BOOKS

 Richard’s Bicycle Book 
— Richard Ballantine, Ballantine Books, 1972

 The Woodworkers Bible 
— Alf Martenson, MacMillan Publishing Company, 1982

 The wombles at work   
— Elizabeth Beresford

 Ready-Made How to make (almost)  
everything

— Berger and Hawthorne

 Nomadic furniture 1
— James Hennessey and Victor Papanek

 Nomadic furniture 2
— James Hennessey and Victor Papanek

 Massive change
— Bruce Mau

 Small is still beautiful
— Joseph Pearce

 Home made ‘Contemporary Russian  
Folk artefacts’

— Vladimir Arkhipov, Published by Fuel

 Adhockism
— Charles Jenks and Nathan Silver

 How to construct Rietveld furniture
— Peter Drijver and Johannes Niemeijer

 In the Bubble:  
Designing in a Complex World

— John Thackara, MIT Press, 2005

 The Green Imperative: Ecology and Ethics 
in Design & Architecture 

— Victor Papanek, Thames & Hudson, 1995

WEBSITES

http://www.bbc.co.uk/homes/diy/
http://www.cardinalpallet.com/products.htm
http://www.palletone.com/resource/glossary.html 
http://www.readymademag.com
http://www.est.org.uk
http://www.thameswater.co.uk
http://www.greenenergy.uk.com 
http://www.ecotricity.co.uk/
http://environment.guardian.co.uk/ethicalliving
http://www.treehugger.com/
http://www.doorsofperception.com/
http://www.thinkcycle.org/

http://www.moma.org/collection/
browse_results.php?object_id=81631

http://changedesign.org/Resources/Manzini/
ManziniMenuMain.htm

SUPPORTERS
http://www.wdis.co.uk/blueprint
http://www.besin.com
http://www.chegworthvalley.com
http://www.fujifilm.com
http://www.renewalcarpettiles.com
http://www.100percentdesign.co.uk

GRAPHICS
http://www.municipal-park.co.uk

PHOTOGRAPHY
http://www.brionycampbell.com

WEBSITE
http://www.chrisbainbridge.co.uk
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 CHRIS
My wife Nicola for her patience + constant 

love. Mum and Dad for their love, help 
and support throughout all my design 
projects. The Parkin Family. All of the 
designers for putting up with my inces-
sant e-mails and badgering, but particu-
larly Steve, Carl and Michael for lending 
me there ears on a weekly basis! Ian, 
Peter and all at 100% Design & Caro 
Communications for their support. Vicky 
Richardson, Luca and all at Blueprint. 
Ron Lewis, Petra and all at Besin. Paul 
Spencer at Chegworth Valley. Tim Wright 
at Renewal Carpet Tiles. Simon Pengelly 

— wish you could have been involved in 
‘Ten’ — maybe next time? Chris Bainbridge 
for the website. Briony Campbell for the 
photography. Annabelle Campbell for the 
very kind forward (on the back). Peter 
& Joan in Deptford. Sheila in the char-
ity shop who told me how easy it was to 
knit. My Grandma, Dot, for teaching me 
to knit as a kid. Neil, Dave and Tony at 
the Ravensbourne workshop. Mudchute 
Skatepark and all the over 25s that fre-
quent it’s hallowed concrete.

A special, heart-felt thanks to Jon Hares 
(the eleventh designer) who dealt with 
the graphic concept of Ten with a minimal 
budget and endured lots of my unsolicited 
e-mails to Switzerland!

It should be noted that Ten happened with 
a minimal budget and an abundance of 
good will. All sponsorship was in kind, 
and we received no financial support. 
The designers contributed their time 
gratis, and even gave their own money 
to make the project happen. They should 
all be acclaimed for their commitment to 
their craft, and all the PLC’s, Govern-
ment Agencies and Funding Organisa-
tions should reflect on the ‘projects’ they 
choose to support.

I look forward to seeing the next £325,000 
wasted on another bad piece of public art.

 TOMOKO
FujiFilm and Ryuichi Tabu.

 STEVE
Thanks Jen for releasing me from our shared 

business commitments In order to focus 
on the Ten exhibition. I also thank Jen 
for helping me gather the materials from 
our locality. I thank my dad for letting me 
use a hammer at an early age. Thanks to 
Chris for inviting me to participate, it has 
been a lot of fun.

 CARL
My Nan — Mrs. Baroutchi — the most 

resourceful and inventive person I have 
ever met. Mr. Richard Wentworth and 
Joachim the dust man

 GITTA 
Thanks to Uli Schade for letting her draft 

snake inspire me.

 SAM
Rich Shed for giving me the book that 

started it all. Rob Kirby for all his help 
with the project. The 10 designers, espe-
cially Chris for making it all happen

 ONKAR
Eamonn Sweeney at the Blackbird Bak-

ery, 208 Railton Road, SE24 OJT. All the 
workshop kids and staff at Hitherfield 
Nursery. Beamish & McGlue delicates-
sen, West Norwood. Photography by Noam 
Toran. Nina Due

 MICHAEL  
R. Mutt  / Richard Hamilton  /  Thomas Edison

 HECTOR
Plum Thongcharoen, Bo Chothikanan, Alison 

Lee and Catherine Chiu
 
 NINA  
Marcia Mihotich for graphic help & support

 Thank you
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